
 

Living Wax Museum - Judging Form 

Student_______________________________________________________     Total Points________________ 
  

Ribbon Awarded: ________________ 
 

Scale from 1 – 10 (1 being poor to 10 being excellent) 
**Please include comments, especially for any areas receiving less than full points** 

 

 
Display  
 
________ Requirements - Display includes required material (name of famous person, picture of the famous person, dates person 

lived, what the person is famous for, a few interesting pieces of information about the person); younger children should have only basic 

information as appropriate for their age; older children should have all required information. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________ Organization/Neatness/Effort – Display is well-organized, neat, and shows good effort. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________ Information and Research -Enough information is on or with the display so that the subject matter is  

 
easily understood. Adequate research is evidenced through display or with display. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  

 
 
________ Appearance – Display is creatively presented, colorful, interesting, and attractive. 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
 
 
________ Total Points for Display  
 
 
 
 



 

Presentation 
 
________ Knowledge of the Subject –The presentation showed a mastery of the subject. Adequate information was 

given about the character in order to allow audience to understand the character; speech showed adequate research for 

character. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________   Speaking Skills – Presenter spoke clearly and was easily understood; presenter varied speech tone and 

volume; included appropriate gestures to emphasize speech content. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________ Presentation Skills –The presentation was given confidently; presenter was comfortable; speech was 

memorized; speech was from one to five minutes long. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

________ Enthusiasm –Presented showed enthusiasm in the presentation, character was animated, not stiff and lifeless. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________ Drama - Presenter worked in time with his/her on/off switch, remained frozen before and after presentation, 

showed proper character voice, tone, and movement. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________ Costume/Props- Costume was appropriate for character; costume/props are creative/unique. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

________ Total points for Presentation 
 

Total points for Wax Museum ______________________ out of 100 points 
 

Ribbon Awarded: Circle one 
 

Blue Ribbon (91-100 points)  Red Ribbon (81-90 points)  White Ribbon (80 points and below) 


